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● “The Questions Fall Under the Following Categories 

I. “Why Did You Do That?”  Referring to: 

I.1 The Nazis in Germany/Austria 

I.2 The Nazis in conquered European territories 

I.3 The regimes in conquered European territories and their 

supporters 

I.4 The Democratic appeasers 

I.5 The international organizations 

I.6 The psychiatric/eugenics/educational cartels 

I.7 Anyone in the above categories in the post-World War II, 

strongly related to the Holocaust events 

 ● To make it very clear, we seek to phrase the questions with 

unambiguous language (to the maximum possible and hard to 

achieve). 

To achieve the clarity, we extend best efforts to define the crime(s) 

involved and seek causality for it. 
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PREFACE 

 

• There seems to be a consensus, prevailing among historians and learned 

academics at large, that the Holocaust is the worst crime in history.  The 

same consensus has led academics to conclude that the crime is singular in 

all possible respects. 
 

• For the past EIGHT DECADES, thousands of institutions and a vast cadre of 

researchers have attempted – in the largest ever research project – to 

determine the facts and the causes for the Holocaust’s occurrence. 

▪ What Happened? ▪ How Did It Happen?      ▪ Why Did It Happen? 
 

• As a result of the massive research effort, much is known (and much is 

verified) yielding near-infinite eyewitness testimony of the crimes committed 

against several categories of people defined by the Nazis as: 

▪ A specific race which poses an existential threat to the Aryan race and its  

  empire of the future (The Jews) 

▪ Any persons who are “subhuman” (mentally and physically) 

▪ Any person with “aberrate behavior” (e.g., homosexuals, and Roma  

  people) 

▪ A specific race which is naturally suited for hard work for the future Aryan  

  empire (e.g., Slavs) 
 

• The enormous data acquisition, verification/validation, data mining and 

making the data and information available and accessible to all, was much 

aided by the criminals themselves with an unusual fetish for keeping and 

preserving all data at all times and at all costs.  Imagine how hard and costly 

it was without computers. 
 

• We, at PGC – a company to be shortly launched – are dedicated to provide 

“Professionally-Generated” Holocaust Memorials “Intellectual Products” – to 

elevate memorials to respect not just the pain and suffering of the victims 

but provide the enormous heroics to be known and respected. 
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THE FIRST QUESTION 
 

• Everybody knows (“Tom, Dick and Harry” especially) that the Centennial 

Memorial of the Holocaust will shortly occur.  Assume that a logical choice 

would be 2035 being the 100th year of the Nuremberg Laws passage at the 

Reichstag.  It is only 12 years to go. 
 

Question #1: What will the Centennial Presentation consist of? 
 

True Answer: As of today (2023), nobody knows the answer exactly. 
 

Lame Answer: There is time.  The closer we get to 2035, some  

reasonable suggestions will surface. 
 

 Sub-Question 

            (#1.1): Who is the magician who will decide what to choose  

among some likely candidate ideas? 
 

 Sub-Question 

            (#1.2): And when will that happen? 
 

• A reasonably calm person, very knowledgeable, suggests to invite 

“Interested Parties” to a quiet retreat to deal with the Centennial Memorial 

issue. 
 

This is a good initial answer to Question #1. 
 

The poor soul, selected to handle Question #2 that follows, is so neutral to 

all the infighting among the very muscular and dedicated Jewish 

organizations that he poses no threat to anyone. 
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THE SECOND QUESTION 

 

 Question #2: What information do you need to know in order to provide  

a superior answer to Question #1? 

 

 True Partial Answer: As of today (2023), you must know too many very  

important information pieces.  We first deal with 

management issues. 
 

     ▪ Determine the venues worldwide 
 

     ▪ Determine the special political requirements for  

  each venue  

The reasons        (Israel, U.S., G. Britain, Poland, Germany,  

for knowing      Lithuania, Argentina, France, Ukraine, Russia, 

these information     Denmark, Canada and others.) 

morsels is explained  ▪ Determine the independence of the Centennial    

in many ways in the     from international organizations 

 “Knowledge Base” –  ▪ Determine the participation of aggrieved non- 

A very sizeable      Jewish peoples in the Centennial Memorials 

 collection on PGC books,  ▪ Establish a “Jewish Medal of Honor” 

opinion pieces, media    with gradation proportional to risks taken by 

coverage and plain ideas    non-Jews.  Establish a “Thank You Project.” 

to achieve insightful  ▪ Establish a working relationship with sponsors 

non-ad hoc presentations ▪ Set up a media information distribution service 
 

    ▪ Set up a robust security program for all Centennial 

       Memorials. 
 

On the day of PGC’s 

debut, the Knowledge 

Base will be accessible   Any glitch in any one venue will shift glitch-happy 

to decision makers with  media to a wrong atmosphere for the seminal 

interest in the Centennial  worldwide event. 

Memorials. 
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THE SECOND QUESTION (Continued) 
 

• Besides the management information previously enumerated, extensive 

decisions are required regarding: 
 

■ The mission and objectives of the presentations.  Due to multiple 

venues and multiple sponsors, it is unlikely that a single format and a 

single products mix will suit all simultaneously presented memorials. 
 

 In its suggested plans, PGC advises that: 
 

I. A minimal core presentation be professionally prepared. 
 

II. Locally-suited extensions and emphasis will likely not only 

improve the quality of the presentation but will allow proper 

“Thank You” clear messages and, simultaneously prevent some 

likely “Boo Boos.”  Examples will illustrate. 

(The Knowledge Base deals extensively with the above raised 

issues). 
 

■ The minimal core of a Holocaust presentation is proposed to consist of 

the following “Products” 
 

I.1 A clear presentation of the crimes committed on the Jews – by 

virtue of What was Done. 
 

I.2 A clear presentation of the crimes committed on Jews and 

humanity – by virtue of How it was Done. 
 

I.3 A clear presentation of Nazi crimes by virtue of Why it was Done 

– and stays rather inexplicable to this day. 

 

   The above constitutes The Pain and  

Suffering Portion of the Program. 
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THE SECOND QUESTION (Continued) 
 

■ To augment the “Pain and Suffering” portion of the presentation 

requires additional minimal program segments: 
 

I.4 Clearly explain why the causality of the Holocaust (“Why did you 

do it?”) is essential to minimize repetitions 
 

Clearly explain why, in spite of stellar institutions being populated 

by stellar researchers have not arrived at the “Why” answers yet. 
 

Incorporate the umbilical connection between 

Totalitarian/Deterministic cults and the atrocities/genocides for 

which the perps are the midwife 
 

I.5 Clearly explain why the seeming consensus view of the 

Holocaust does not incorporate the past (going back 2000 years) 

pogroms/atrocities/genocides directed at Jews specifically 

throughout the millennia (with some respite periods …) 
 

I.6 Clearly explain why, in the wake of World War II, Totalitarian 

cultish garbage (in the form of Soviet Kool Aid) supported for 46 

years (1945-1991) A Real World War III (fought by surrogates) 

on every continent with dire consequences for many 

peoples/nations/tribes. 
 

I.7 Clearly explain that not all events are explicable.  Some events 

are created by malignant perps whose actions, based on 

coagulated world views beyond human grasp.  Consider the 

following: 
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THE SECOND QUESTION (Continued) 
 

I.7.1 “British troops were advancing on Neuengamme [A labor 

camp in northern Germany] 
 

    –  Hitler has committed suicide a few days earlier  

    [On April 30, 1945] 
 

–  SS Chief, Heinrich Himmler, has given orders not to  

    surrender the camps with their prisoners. 
 

– Guards put 8,000 inmates into two ships [Cap Arcona 

and Thielbeck] 

 

– “On May 3, 1945, a British Air Force squadron, [knowing 

nothing about the ships’ cargo] bombed and sank 

them.” 

Retracing a Lost Life 

El Paso Times 12/18/2006 
 

    How malignant can a mind be to commit such an atrocity? 
 

I.7.2 There exists no rational explanation for utterly 

dysfunctional international organizations that claim virtue 

and have none. 
 

PGC provides   – They tolerate the existence of an asylum state (North  

numerous examples    Korea) – brainless, cashless, foodless, member of the  

of the damages      Nuclear Club which can cause Armageddon on a inflicted 

by the League of     moment’s notice (Just after its leader shot a hole in one 

Nations and by the     on his first ever golfing appearance) 

U.N. and other less   – Tolerate Iran – the most prolific terrorist state -- 

than desirable       Ready to Achieve Nuclear Club Membership 

international furuncles.     And together with North Korea, create a nuclear bazaar. 

 

They Wish Armageddon to come and Allah will provide 

the “Final Solution” 
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THE SECOND QUESTION (Continued) 
 

■ To balance the Centennial Memorial “Pain and Suffering” presentation, 

it is necessary to present the following segments: 
 

  I.8 The Heroics of Jews 
 

  I.9 The Heroics of Non-Jews who assumed huge risks 
 

  These segments are absolutely required for reasons, discussed  

in depth, in the opinion pieces of the Knowledge Base. 
 

Fortunately, a tsunami of real stories is available and must be used to 

prick the Nazi and other Totalitarian “invincible” balloons.  Consider: 
 

   I.8.1 The heroics involved in numerous ghetto uprisings  
 

   I.8.2 The heroics of a vast array of non-Jews whose deeds 

cover the spectrum from 
 

    – Titanic efforts, including real major physical fights 
 

– Enormous risk taking by hiding Jews 
 

– A huge number of inventive meaningful resistance 

(e.g., the strain of typhus invented by two Polish doctors 

which actually panicked the Nazis and enabled effective 

resistance) 
 

–  A huge number of quietly getting food and clothing to the 

   destitute peoples 
 

It is imperative to introduce into the Holocaust Memorial the true 

notions that: 
 

   I.8.3 The Nazis weren’t what they are popularly perceived to be. 
 

    –  They actually proved to be military idiots.  Adam Tooze  

shows how they fought on four fronts simultaneously 

with huge resources eaten up by the “Jewish Front.”  (A 

costly 4th front) – All in severe shortage of fuel, steel, 

chemicals and vast shortages of productive labor. 
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THE SECOND QUESTION (Continued) 

 

– The SS weren’t the dimwits hooligans who obeyed 

loudly barked orders.  PGC sites data pointing to 25% of 

SS had Ph.D.’s and numerous psychiatric and eugenics 

geniuses who wanted to help nature to cull subhumans 

(all for improving mankind’s chances to survive and live 

better lives …) 
 

I.8.4 The vaunted German industrial sector that chose to  

employ underfed, badly treated, sick demoralized and 

terrorized workers, proved to be no better than their 

military. 
 

PGC contrasts the use of slave labor by the German 

industrial geniuses with the U.S. response to labor 

shortages.  Good looking, smart, productive “Rosie the 

Riveter” not only produced products, she could fly the 

planes to embarkation depots to save Europe’s bacon. 
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THE SECOND QUESTION (Continued) 

 

II. Given the availability of the minimal set of standard professionally 

prepared segments, we turn to Desirable, Location-Specific Segments, 

to Improve Receptibility by Audiences. 

 

Although PGC has limited capabilities in this area, it does analyze in 

several opinion pieces (part of PGC’s Knowledge Base) which 

advocate some logical segments. 

 

II.1 Local Appendages to Standard Products. 

 

II.1.1 It is likely that the Memorial in Germany will be in 

Nuremberg – the city that gave us all the “Nuremberg 

Laws” (quite obnoxious).  PGC believes that the “Mark of 

Cain” that has sullied the German people for a long time, 

must at some point disappear. 

 

Only an incredible event can achieve that.  At a minimum, 

a professionally prepared “Never Again” segment might be 

helpful to the “Get Out of Jail” card.  PGC is not well suited 

to provide any final suggestions. 

 

The decades long German effort, when adequately 

presented, providing “Mea Maxima Culpa” and an 

unequivocal commitment of “Never Again,” should work.  
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THE SECOND QUESTION (Continued) 
 

II.1.2 It is likely that the Memorial in Poland will occur in Warsaw 

– the city that provided us all with a heroic uprising. 
 

Poland believes that it has been subjected to what it 

characterizes as a bum rap re its treatment of Polish Jews 

both historically and in the 20th Century specifically. 
 

Poland is a proud country.  It resisted Soviet dominance 

with great courage.  It had robust partisan groups giving 

the Nazis a hard time.  Right at the start of WWII, the Nazis 

decimated the Polish Intelligencia.  Polish resistance 

secured the stealing of the enigma which played a major 

role in allied intelligence operation. 
 

Whatever they say it Numerous Poles have been recognized as major heroes  

better be professionally by receiving from Israel the equivalent of the “Jewish  

prepared.   Medal of Honor.” 
 

    With all the truly laudable thoughts above, it is true that: 
 

It is not for nothing  –  Poland had experienced major pogroms just after VE  

that the Nazis have      Day (May 8, 1945) in many of its cities. The author of  

created multiple camps     this paper was a “7-year-old journalist” witnessing a  

in a land that they       Wroclaw pogrom.   REMEMBER: Jewish Blood of WWII  

thought could actually      has not yet clotted. 

tolerate them.   

– Some Polish powerful idiots wanted to have a meat 

production factory in one of the many camps.  Imagine 

the intellectual crime! 
 

“No Ticky --   –  To get a “Get Out of Jail” card, Poland will have to  

  No Shirty”       produce an exemplary “Mea Maxima Culpa” and mean  

    it. 
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THE SECOND QUESTION (Continued) 
 

II.1.3 It is not just Germany and Poland that need a “Get Out of 

Jail” card. 
 

PGC is suggesting that Ukraine, Belarus, Argentina, 

France and others could benefit if their Holocaust 

Memorials contain some well-meant Mea Culpa knowing 

that it is important to handle specific transgressions that 

are far in excess of just minor forgivable events. 
 

– Ukraine has had a long antisemitic history.  Later, in 

1919, it had what may be labeled as a “mini-Holocaust.” 
 

– Argentina has accepted Dr. Mengele and Eichmann as 

legitimate refugees – these perps are Satan’s offspring 
 

II.1.4 Some tailor-made appendages for local presentations 

should be highlighted.  Specifically: 
 

Denmark, as a country, did all the right things.  It moved 

most of “its Jews” to neutral Sweden.  Its Red Cross made 

exceptional efforts that the “Potemkin Village 

Concentration Camp” (Theresienstadt) treat its citizens and 

its young inmates more humanely. 
 

It is quite rational to give that entire country a “Medal of 

Honor” and state why! 
 

The same thought should be allocated to the United States 

of America for its clobbering the monsters. 
 

PGC covers much more ground.  We have specific 

suggestions for specific themes for specific countries. 
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THE THIRD QUESTION 
 

Question #3: What makes you confident that a small startup company 

can achieve the mission as stated? 
 

True Answer: If “Success” is REALISTICALLY and PRACTICALLY 

defined, a predefined minimal level of success can AND 

MUST be achieved 
 

• The Following Guides PGC “Realism”: 
 

■ Clear understanding that a “Pain and Suffering” message will be 

balanced by a clear “Heroics and Defiance” message. 
 

–  There are numerous ways of delivering an insightful “Pain and  

Suffering” story as a centerpiece for all the simultaneously 

presented events. 
 

–  The chosen centerpiece will be augmented with specific  

appendages suitable to the different audiences in the multiple 

presentation venues. 
 

 –  The same is true for the “Heroics and Defiance” segment. 
 

 Not bickering about the above requires a high degree of diplomatic 

skills. 
 

PGC proposes a number of examples to avoid the urges of extracting 

the last tear, nor a false 007 heroics.   
 

 We expect that the examples will illuminate this aspect. 
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THE THIRD QUESTION (Continued) 
 

■ A clear understanding that the Centennial Holocaust events do not 

constitute some Oscar-competitive artistic events for entertainment. 
 

–  Face it, people, nothing in the “Information Age” escapes the urge to 

present propaganda films, documentaries, dignitaries/celebrities’ 

speeches, live or recorded, Tik Tok influencers (who sing or dance) 

or customary (in the not too recent past) Soviet yearly festivals for 

the youth of the world “solidarity” events. 
 

– The events we advocate also reflect our urge to deliver clear  

   messages.  And these messages are not complicated. 
 

•  Historically, millennia ago, major empires jousted to get prisoners  

   and booty to display in victorious parades when coming home. 
 

     •  About a thousand years ago, major empires jousted to prove  

      religious superiority of their God. 
 

     •  Hundreds of years ago, major empires jousted to acquire colonies  

      and slaves to enrich the winners. 
 

     “History is a foreign country, THEY DID IT DIFFERENTLY THERE”  

   (Hartley, a British writer) 
 

     In those days, one could surrender or religiously convert and survive. 
 

 The survival choice was taken away from the Jews.  They weren’t  

  just “killed,” they were “EXTERMINATED” with terror, humiliation,  

  pain and deceit, all meticulously planned. 
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THE THIRD QUESTION (Continued) 
 

      •  We know that Holocausts don’t just happen.  Pogroms, atrocities  

and genocides (including very large-scale ones) happened all over 

the world and quite frequently.  NOTHING LIKE THE 

HOLOCAUST HAS HAPPENED EXCEPT ONCE. 
 

         We have the urge, unstoppable, no matter how hard to realize, to  

       tell: 

         NEVER AGAIN, NOT NOW, NOT LATER, NOT EVER! 
 

     •  Our urge to tell is anchored in very solid ground. 
 

        º PGC spared no effort in dissecting the term singular in 

describing the dementia, malignancy ultimate cruelty and other 

Satanic “Qualities” of the perpetrators. 
 

        º PGC umbilically connects Totalitarian cults as the sole midwives  

of the Holocaust.  No one can even conceive what these 

bastards did. 
 

º PGC connects the cumulatively created blood libels directed at  

Jews to an unstoppable sequence of atrocities over two 

millennia. 
 

º The wake of the Holocaust created a highly skilled imitator of  

atrocities against numerous tribes/nations/countries and cultures 

who promised a Garden of Eden Utopian Future which took 46 

years to defeat (1945-1991).  The “Kool Aid” was and is powerful 

enough to bring in even a newer wannabe “Holocauster,” the one 

that locks exits from big buildings for people who want to leave 

the buildings because of the ultimate police state “Diktat.”   

Think of Covid and China. 
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THE THIRD QUESTION (Continued) 
 

         º PGC makes a special effort to deal with the disoriented Jews  

who, by surviving, became subjects of pity, “Driftwoods of  

WWII,” PTSD’d and many who still cannot overcome 

victimology. 
 

It is for these people that a vast effort is necessary to stress the  

Jewish heroics of resistance and physical actual war heroics. 
 

         º PGC strongly believes that non-Jewish heroics were  

EXHIBITED BY MILLIONS OF NON-JEWS, and we point to real  

data, consider just samples.   
 

    *** Entire Countries (Denmark) – Resistance 
 

    *** Entire Countries (U.S.A.) – Physical Annihilators of the  

swine 

           – Economic Recovery 
 

In PGC’s view, Anti-U.S. sentiments have dug up here and 

there about “U.S. not doing enough” …  

COMPARED TO WHOM? – ANSWER THE QUESTION! 
 

    *** Non-Jewish Titans of resistance of stellar character 

    Diplomats (Wallenberg, et al) 

 Doctors (Polish duo who spooked German authorities with  

a typhus strain and numerous others) 

    Churches and social workers (we especially like Irena) 

    Numerous partisan groups 

    And never forget Leski, PGC likes him a lot … 
 

    *** Non-Jewish giants of resistance of the “rogue” variety. 

    Schindler, Skorzeny and others 
 

    *** Non-Jewish “Simple Folk” who hid, fed and kept silent 

 

GOD BLESS YOU ALL!!! 

 


